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Greetings from the Arabia CSR Network!
One feels almost sad that one more Ramadan has almost passed us by. This is a month that encourages the spirit
to be more considerate of others and make essential sacrifices for individual and collective good. Nonetheless,
as humans, we are prone to flaws; and in Ramadan too we are guilty of faults.
One Ramadan-related issue that I recently raised on ACSRN’s social media was that of food waste. I was glad
to see that it gained a lot of views and likes, indicating that there is a consensus that this is an issue that should
be tackled. May it be food waste, or wastage of energy or water, the key aspect comes back to sustainability.
Ramadan should, therefore, be a reminder for us to renew our commitment to sustainable living.
A set of universally accepted principles for sustainability (at the organizational level) are those put forward
by the UN Global Compact. These cover key aspects of human rights, labour rights, environment and anticorruption. This serves as a very good and broad-based set of sustainability themes that every organization
should address. To increase awareness of these principles, the Arabia CSR Network recently collaborated with the UNGC Network GCC
States and Dubai Customs to host a seminar on UNGC as well as GRI. You can read more about this seminar in this newsletter.
To further raise the bar for sustainability reporting and transparency, we are offering a very useful training course on the GRI framework
in September. This is a must-attend for beginners as well as advanced professionals in CSR. I believe most of you are aware that we have
finalized the date for the Arabia CSR Forum & Awards Ceremony (24 Oct 2013). The lineup of speakers, as always, has been carefully
selected to speak on a pressing sustainability topic. This year, the theme is “Driving Sustainability through Corporate Citizenship”. We
guarantee that this event will be an intellectual feast for you all.
To register for our trainings, or the Awards, please email/call us or reach us on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook .

Seminar
Better Reporting for a Better Future - A look into
the UNGC and GRI Frameworks – Jul 24, 2013
To inculcate the significance of global practices in sustainability
reporting amongst the businesses and organizations in the GCC
region, Arabia CSR Network (ACSRN) was invited by the UN
Global Compact for GCC States (UNGC) and the Emirates
Environmental Group (EEG) to participate in a seminar focusing
on the UNGC Communication on Progress COP and Global
Reporting Initiative GRI framework.
UNGC is the world’s largest corporate citizenship strategic policy
initiative for businesses that are committed to aligning their
operations and strategies with ten universally accepted principles
in the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti
corruption. According to UNGC, the goal of reporting progress
is to provide various stakeholders – from investors to civil society
and the media – with material information to make informed
choices about the companies they interact with and thus mandate
their members to issue COP.
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GRI is a multi-stakeholder, network-based organization with
an objective to provide the framework and guidelines for all
organizations to measure and report their performance in the
four key areas of sustainability, i.e. their economic, environmental,
social and governance performance.
GRI believes that it is only by measuring and reporting one can
begin to manage and change the impact of the organization on
the environment, on society and on the overall economy. Thus,
both the organizations stress upon the importance of following
standardized reporting formats for organizations to work towards
internal and external changes towards sustainability.
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In her opening remarks, Mrs. Habiba Al Marashi, CEO of ACSRN
and President Global Compact Network for Gulf States expressed
her appreciation to growing recognition towards critical need for
efficient reporting practices as an important aspect of sustainable
initiatives adopted by businesses and organizations.

In her opening remarks, Mrs. Habiba Al Marashi, CEO of ACSRN
and President Global Compact Network for Gulf States expressed
her appreciation to growing recognition towards critical need for
efficient reporting practices as an important aspect of sustainable
initiatives adopted by businesses and organizations.

Highlighting the COP-GRI linkage, the session focused on the
GRI framework and its effective use to produce sustainability
reports including the COP, a requirement for all UNGC members.
It emphasized that GRI framework provides a globally recognized
standardized format that can be used by organizations at various
platforms without duplication of effort by the companies that are
thriving towards sustainable practices. The speakers also addressed
COP requirements such as content, criteria, deadline extension
and level of differentiation and the ways in which GRI framework
aligns with COP formats. The event also invited two organizations
to present their experience of publishing COPs as well as GRI
reports; these included Metito Utilities Ltd and Dubai Customs.
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The half day complimentary seminar supported by Arabia CSR
Network and hosted by Dubai Customs was very well attended
by participants across the GCC region from the network of CSR
majlis, Global Compact signatories within the GCC Network,
members of the Arabia CSR Network, participants of Arabia CSR
Awards 2013 and non members in person and through Webinar.
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Awards
Driving Sustainability through Corporate
Citizenship
Corporate citizenship has to be part of an organization’s business
model. Not simply for the company itself but to mainstream
sustainable development, i.e. for prosperity, people and the planet.
The Arabia CSR Awards celebrates corporate citizens of the
Middle East and North Africa Region and recognizes the passion
and business case for doing good.
The Awards Forum will convene some of the world’s leading CSR
experts and thinkers to share big ideas on how to make quantum
leaps for sustainable development in the West Asia, North Africa
and Levant region. The sustainability leaders include Henrik
Madsen, CEO, DNV; Fadi Ghandour, Founder and Vice Chairman,
Aramex; Bengt Johansson, Ambassador for CSR, Government of
Sweden; Abdul Rahman Jawahery, President, Gulf Petrochemical
Industries Co. and more.
The Awards Ceremony will celebrate the winners of the Arabia
CSR Awards 2013, i.e. the sustainability champions of the Arab
world for 2013. It will also showcase some of the most innovative
and effective sustainability success stories from the region.
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The Arabia CSR Awards is not simply a trophy for competitive
businesses; it is a learning and recognition platform that helps to
build the capacity of businesses and non-business entities such as
government departments and agencies, irrespective of industries,
by providing them with a roadmap to improve their CSR and
sustainability policies, programs and outcomes.
The Arabia CSR Awards encourages companies from all over the
Arab world to come forth and talk about how they are enacting
sustainability values to address issues concerning poverty, equality,
rights, security and peace
The Arabia CSR Forum & Awards Ceremony will showcase the
belief that business should be seen not as part of the problem, but
as part of the solution; or even in some cases, the innovator of
solutions that help to solve global challenges and problems.
Do not miss this chance to be a part of the most prestigious and
intellectually rewarding sustainability event in the MENA region.
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Upcoming Events
GRI Sustainability Reporting
Training – September 15-17,
2013 - Dubai, UAE
Certified Trainin
g on Sustainab
ility
Reporting usin
g the Global R
e
p
orting
Initiative (GRI)
framework

To enhance the capacity of organizations
in the Middle East towards more effective
and transparent communication of their
sustainability performance, the Arabia
CSR Network is conducting a GRI
sustainability reporting training from
15th to 17th September in Dubai, UAE.
This GRI-certified training will be
divided into 2 components. The
first will focus on the GRI G3.1
reporting framework. This session
is for officials interested to obtain a
detailed understanding of GRI. The
second component will cover the
Bridging Module (between G3.1 and
the recently launched G4). To attend
this component, participants should
have passed a previous G3/G3.1
training session. Participants will
receive separate certificates for each
training component. As always, the
certificates will be issued by the GRI
headquarters in Netherlands.
This training is extremely useful
for organizations involved in
Environmental Health and Safety,
Environmental Compliance,
Construction, Oil & Gas,
Petrochemicals, Hospitality,
Transportation, Finance &
Accounting, Human Resources,
Insurance, Real Estate, Retail
Sector, Consultancy Services;
Service Sector organizations;
Government departments; Non
Government Organizations and
others that have an impact on the
environment and society.
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Kindly confirm your participation at the earliest as there is an early-bird discount available. For more details please visit
http://www.arabiacsrnetwork.com/home/gri or contact us at admin@arabiacsrnetwork.com / +971-4-3448622.
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Feature Article

Dots on Sustainability Reporting
and Disclosure Practices

In contrast to financial reporting, the history of sustainability
reporting is comparatively recent. It has become the buzzword in
business today. In order to make non-financial reporting possible,
a variety of different standards have emerged, both mandatory
and voluntary. The vast number of these initiatives has made it
difficult for reporters to decide which framework to pick and
for the readers of reports to assess the quality and reliability of
disclosed data.
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) has emerged as the
preferred international framework for reporting. According to
GRI “95% of the world’s largest companies are already producing
sustainability reports in 2012 up from around 80% in 2008” and
according to a 2011 KPMG report “62% of companies surveyed
(378 global companies) have sustainability strategies in place”.
However, despite the fact that sustainability reporting is now the
“de facto law for business” reporting continues to be one of the
most challenging issues for sustainability practitioners, who are
debating its relevance and its value to business today.
More than 6,000 reports are published each year and the number
keeps increasing. How much money, effort and time were invested
to produce each one of them? Who’s reading those reports?
What about the accuracy and completeness of the data reported
and its relevance to financial performance. What will the future
of reporting look like and how can we revolutionize disclosure
practices to generate more value to reports and stakeholders
addressed? Is the next evolution of the sustainability report tied
to the next iteration of the current frameworks including GRI?
Here are some sustainability reporting dots for you to connect and
predict where this is all heading.
Disclose What Is Relevant To Your Business
Trying to set meaningful global metrics across different areas
of sustainability, even within single sectors, isn’t really the best
thing to add value to the practice. Business realities vary, and
what is considered material by one organization does not apply
to another. This provides them with the flexibility to focus on
industry-specific issues and metrics and report those that they
judge most relevant. However, this can give rise to questions about
credibility, so they have to comply with recognized sustainability
reporting standards, such as GRI. The good news is that GRI has
learned from this and the new G4 guidelines rules will reflect the
change; reporters will be required only to provide disclosures and
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indicators that are relevant to their business. Network also routinely
explores opportunities for transboundary collaboration with other
Local Networks in the Arab Region. GCC Network presentations
and talks at various local and international forums help to bring
attention to the Arabia CSR Awards and the overall engagement
of the UN Global Compact in the Arab CSR initiative, and the
viability of the Ten Principles as an effective CSR/Sustainability
framework among businesses operating in the Middle East, Levant
and North Africa.
Ranking Sustainability Reports
The general perception around sustainability ranking reports is
that while they may be useful in providing some indications of
companies’ activities, they lack credibility. If Company X gets
A+ in the GRI index, does it rank better than Company Y? This
dichotomy has been dropped from the GRI G4 guidelines and
reporting levels, which often caused confusion about the quality
of the reports produced. It is, therefore, critical to develop a
meaningful ranking system that reflects a companies’ quality of
performance and its improvement, rather than simply its level of
transparency.
Accuracy of Sustainability Data
There are various factors contributing to reporting inaccuracies
and misrepresentations. The core issue for accuracy and
fair representation of data and information in sustainability
reporting goes back to management, the degree of priority and
professionalism reporting enjoys in the hierarchy of leadership
decision making. The general perception is that companies do aim
to deliver accurate sustainability data. But they tend to massively
over-claim when they state some of their key indicators in order
to be in compliance with GRI guidelines or to cover more GRI
indicators and gain the upper level in the GRI scale.
In order to confirm their transparency, many companies seek
third-party assurance of their sustainability reporting. While many
practitioners advocate for it, I’m not entirely sold on its value,
especially since there haven’t been as many efforts to develop a
universal set of rules to support the assurance as there is on the
financial side. The system needs to look at the whole full product
life cycle and embrace customers and suppliers to measure an
entire value chain for sustainability performance. By opening up
the process to a full value-chain transparency approach, no single
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action can be labeled as green-washing because all value chain
partners will be on the same path and some are further along.
Integrated Reporting
Integrated reporting is another sign of the increasingly serious
attention being given to sustainability for the future operations of
business. This framework may solve the issue of financial reports
being read only by investors and would bring more readers of
sustainability reports to have a look at this kind of combined
disclosure. In addition to that, stakeholders need to make informed
assessments about the longer term sustainability of a company and
integrated reporting will facilitate a more holistic and meaningful
reporting of financial results, enabling all stakeholders to gain
a better understanding of a company’s sustainability in the
future. However, some experts in the field believe that integrated
reporting could devalue sustainability and reduce it to a narrow
set of indicators within an annual report that focuses on financial
features.
Digital Reporting
Isn’t it worth it to finally admit that only few practitioners are
currently reading the 60 to 70 pages of sustainability reports?
How significant is the number of customers, suppliers and even
employees who take the time to download a sustainability report
and learn about its performance, achievements and challenges? Is
this the truth that we keep hiding?

Members Update
Dubai Aluminum (DUBAL)

DUBAL share best practices in employee involvement with
UAE Ministry of Foreign Affairs
A high level delegation from the UAE Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, comprising His Excellency Ambassador Talal Mohamed Bin
Nasser Al Tenaiji (Director: Department of Strategic Planning &
Institutional Excellence), His Excellency Ambassador Saed Mohamed
Almheiri (Director: Information Technology Department), His
Excellency Dr Saed Al Dhaheri (IT Consultant to the Minister),
Shaikha Mira Humaid Al Nuaimi (IT Department) and Amna Al
Zaabi (Department of Strategic Planning & Institutional Excellence)
visited Dubai Aluminium (DUBAL) to discover more about DUBAL’s
Award Winning Suggestion Scheme and the Customer Complaints
process.
Having launched the DUBAL Suggestion Scheme in 1981,
and enabled the scheme’s evolution into an integral part of the company
operations over the past 33 years, DUBAL is widely acknowledged
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It is obvious that producing those big reports is not practical.
Some companies have gone digital and have designed microsites
for their reports, offering easier access from smartphones, tablets
and other popular mobile devices. Other companies produce
GRI reports available in eXtensible Business Reporting Language
(XBRL). However, it has been argued by some experts that due to
the complexity of the data and the lack of standardized taxonomy,
it would not be possible to compare results from different
companies, even using XBRL.
The key problem today is how companies can engage their
stakeholders continuously throughout the year by providing them
with information about their sustainability performance in a short,
smart and relevant way to engage and seduce them to even care
in the first place, much less enjoy following the progress. This is
why the next evolution of sustainability reporting is not tied to the
next development of GRI guidelines or other standards. The next
evolution of reporting is about genuinely connecting and engaging
with the audiences by providing the information they will respond
to.

This article is contributed by Monaem Ben Lellahom
Monaem is the Co-founder and Head of Sustainability
consultancy services at Sustainable Square Consultancy
and Think Tank.

as a pioneer of employee involvement in the region. DUBAL has
also supported local and regional efforts to increase employee
involvement in other local industrial and commercial organizations
by taking a lead role in establishing and supporting Ideas.Arabia
under the auspices of Dubai Quality Group.
Source: www.dubal.ae

IMDAAD

Imdaad succeeds in its review of ISO certification
Imdaad, the provider of integrated facilities management
solutions in the UAE, has endorsed its focus on best practice and
standards in safety and sustainability by successfully passing the
rigorous review of its ISO 14001:2004, ISO 9001:2000, and OHSAS
18001:1999 certifications, thereby creating a procedural framework
that will help support the company’s international expansion
plan. The periodic review is a clear testament of its unwavering
commitment to international standards and strict compliance with
environmental management systems, quality management systems
and health and safety measures.
Source: http://www.ameinfo.com/
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McDonals’s UAE

McDonald’s UAE launches Ramadan book campaign to
benefit Beit Al Khair orphans

For the fifth consecutive year, McDonald’s UAE is
announcing the launch of its charity Ramadan book campaign which
aims to contribute to the education of Beit Al Khair orphans. By the
end of this year’s campaign, first launched in 2009, McDonald’s UAE
will have sold a total of 205,000 books with all profits going towards
the education of the orphans.
The books for 2013 are now on sale across all McDonald’s
stores in the UAE. In addition, special Ronald McDonald’s reading
sessions hosted by KidZania, the award-winning children’s
‘edutainment’ destination in The Dubai Mall, have been planned
throughout the holy month.
The charity campaign encourages McDonald’s customers
to buy specially created children’s books that were developed by
McDonald’s UAE for the campaign. Priced at only 5AED each, the
series of four books cover important themes such as the importance
of being friendly and kind.
All proceeds will go towards the education of Beit Al Khair orphans.
The children’s books, developed in both English and Arabic, are easy
for children to read and enjoy and will ultimately help orphans in the
UAE. The titles of the books are: ‘Complaisance’, ‘Friendliness’, ‘OpenMindedness’, and ‘Kindness’.

McDonald’s UAE supplier Del Monte adopts pioneering
biodiesel campaign

A total of 20 vehicles from Del Monte’s logistics fleet are
currently running on biodiesel made from McDonald’s UAE’s used
vegetable cooking oil. Del Monte’s entire fleet of vehicles is expected to
run on biodiesel by the end of 2013.

As part of the McDonald’s UAE programme, 100% used vegetable oil is
collected from McDonald’s outlets across the UAE and converted into
100% biodiesel by McDonald’s cleantech partner, Neutral Fuels.
Source: http://www.ameinfo.com/

Emirates Integrated Telecommunications Co (du)
du’s sustainability report 2011-12 externally assured by
Arabia CSR Network

du’s sustainability report, covering the period Oct 2011-Dec 2012,
was recently assured for its compliance with the GRI’s sustainability
framework G3.1 by the Arabia CSR Network.
ACSRN, with its strong experience of working with private
organizations and government departments to improve their CSR and
sustainability systems, is an Organizational Stakeholder and Certified
Training Partner of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) based in
Netherlands. ACSRN also has significant expertise and credibility to
conduct such external quality assurance for other report writers in the
region.
dus’ sustainability report 2011-2012 is its second annual disclosure on
its sustainability performance. The telecom company has fully met GRI
requirements and has set a good standard for other organizations in its
industry.

McDonald’s UAE announced that Del Monte, its fresh
produce supplier, recently implemented the pioneering biodiesel
initiative originally campaigned across the UAE by McDonald’s in
2011 in partnership with Neutral Fuels.
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General News

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
Rolling-out the new G4 Guidelines

In May, before an audience of over 1600 people at the
Global Conference on Sustainability and Reporting in Amsterdam,
GRI launched the fourth generation of its Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines – G4. In the coming months a key priority for GRI will
be to make the Guidelines available to a maximum number of endusers in as short a time as possible. By promoting the new Guidelines
at events around the world, through training sessions, and by having
them translated into a number of different languages, GRI aims to
make the transition from G3.1 to G4 as smooth as possible.
In June, the first of the G4 roll-out events took place in
Brazil, Canada, New Zealand and the USA. In July, more are scheduled
for Australia, India and South Africa. The rest will take place between
September 2013 and March 2014. The Arabia CSR Network also
officially introduced the G4 through a 2-day training course in June.

Conference in review: A look back at the highlights of
GRI’s 2013 Conference

United Nations Global Compact (UNGC)

Business Mobilizes in Support of UN Peace-building
Mission
In an unprecedented joint effort, the UN Global Compact
and the UN Peace-building Commission (PBC) recently convened
a conference on the theme of “Business for Peace-building” at UN
Headquarters in New York. The meeting offered a unique opportunity
to highlight the importance of engaging the private sector in peacebuilding efforts and improve the visibility of this critical dimension
on the development agenda. Attended by over 200 participants, the
conference aimed to facilitate dialogue among business and political
leaders on market building and responsible investment, and to
strengthen cooperation to advance economic development and
peace-building. African business leaders, business and Government
representatives of PBC countries, UN Member States and civil society
organizations explored ways to enhance business engagement in postconflict countries, and identified opportunities for partnerships and
collaboration on the ground.
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)
UNCTAD urges fresh approaches to investment
policymaking

A new international investment agreements (IIAs) issues
note produced by UNCTAD offers suggestions on investment
policy that are designed to foster inclusive growth and sustainable
development. The IIA Issues Note, entitled Towards a New Generation
of International Investment Policies: UNCTAD’s Fresh Approach to
Multilateral Investment Policymaking, was originally prepared for a
2013 investment seminar organized by Finland’s Ministry for Foreign
Affairs. The seminar was part of the Helsinki Process on Globalization
and Democracy.

For three days in May, Amsterdam became the sustainability
capital of the world as some 1600 people gathered to discuss how to
advance sustainability reporting and transition to a sustainable global
economy. The Global Reporting Initiative’s 2013 Global Conference
attracted participants from almost 70 countries.

The issues note discusses a recent paradigm shift in
investment policymaking that has come about as a result of changing
economic realities and multiple crises, and has resulted in inclusive
growth and sustainable development becoming increasingly
prominent objectives for IIA stakeholders. The note addresses the
multiple issues facing international investment policymaking, and
identifies four main challenges:

Capturing key topics per Conference track, the Conference
in Review provides a holistic overview of the three day event - from G4
developments to sector round table conclusions. Find out which key
messages emerged from the debates and discussions between labor
leaders, business brains, progressive politicians, brilliant bloggers and
sustainability specialists in this publication (can be downloaded from
here:
https://www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/2013-GRIGlobal-Conference-in-Review.pdf)

• How to strengthen the sustainability dimension of
international investment agreements;
• How to preserve appropriate regulatory space for host
countries;
• How to deal with the complexity of a fragmented treaty regime
characterized by overlaps and incoherence; and
• How to address serious deficiencies in investor-State dispute
settlement.

Source: https://www.globalreporting.org
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The Kuwait National Petroleum Company

An overview of Kuwait National
Petroleum Company (KNPC)
The Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC) is a subsidiary
of the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) which is 100% owned by
the Government of Kuwait. KNPC is a major contributor to the Kuwaiti
economy through its employment of over 13,500 workers, its use of local
businesses, and its commitment to corporate social responsibility at a
local level. KNPC is keen to demonstrate that its employees are its most
important assets. This is the reason why KNPC shares its own success
with its employees by investing in training, education, and rewards.
KNPC regularly provides activities for the employees and their
families to spend time with each other, provides facilities for low-interest
loans and discounts, subsidizes health clubs for the employees and their
families, subsidizes the education for employees’ children, conducts
seminars and lectures on key health issues, conducts and undertakes free
consultancy on food habits and designs healthy meals for employees,
promotes sport and exercise, supports religious activities, grants
performance bonus, and supports continuous training and education of the
employees. KNPC recognizes talent regardless of gender or race; it also
employs women in all levels within the organization (around 8% of total
employees are female).

program efforts. Once the relevance and accuracy of a report is approved
by TFTs, this is escalated to the Implementation Group. The Program’s
Implementation Group then officially studies, revises and approves the
recommended list of KPIs to measure KNPC’s CSR performance.
KNPC aims to have all CSR reports externally verified by credible
third parties who will guide them in the implementation of their CSR
program/s in the future, and aims to have CSR at the core of everything
that they do. KNPC has six sustainability focus areas which detail some
achievements from the past and uses the “SMART” criteria for setting
new targets: Significant, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Timely.
For CSR-related policy, objectives are identified that support the policy.
SMART targets are established to achieve each of the objectives, with
progress monitored through collection of appropriate data (KPIs). To
meet the targets, any number of programs or projects may be initiated.
KNPC’s approach to conducting business with all its stakeholders
is defined by its commitment to transparency and accountability. It
believes that the more open they are to their stakeholders, the better
the company will perform. KNPC is responsible for the downstream
operations of an industry that brings in much of Kuwait’s revenue and has
significant environmental impacts and inherent risks.
With a mission to maximize the value of Kuwaiti hydrocarbon
through domestic and international refining petrochemical and marketing,
KNPC likewise conducts business responsibly, especially with regard
to social and environmental issues. As part of KNPC’s commitment to
preserve the natural flora and fauna of Kuwait, the KNPC Center for the
Development and Propagation of Native Plants is being now constructed
in Wafra. The Center will have a laboratory for research, an auditorium
and lecture room for seminars and presentations, and a visiting area and
exposition room that contains a variety of educational and informative
exhibits on Kuwait’s flora and fauna. Inside the Center are activities
geared to preserve the natural habitat (i.e. care of existing native life
within the reserve and removal of foreign plants).

KNPC supports a number of special causes and have a long
history of helping those in need, especially sick children. Hospital visits
are conducted each year to help alleviate the condition of sick children
through magic shows, visits of cartoon characters, and gift giving. KNPC
is also proud to be the top blood donor in Kuwait with 7372 units of blood
donated to Kuwait Blood Bank.

KNPC is a major producer of refined petroleum products.
Petroleum is an energy source that produces carbon dioxide and other
“green house gases” when burned, and these are causal factors to
global warming. Since the process of burning petroleum causes harm
to the environment, KNPC ensures that it minimizes its environmental
footprint. Refining crude oil, especially the heavy oil typical of Kuwait, is
a complicated and hazardous work.

With the first structured CSR program launched in August 2008,
KNPC strives to continue the progress of its CSR Program by setting up a
strong CSR governance structure. Task Force Teams (TFTs), comprising
of KNPC employees drawn from across the different departments, study all
possible reporting guidelines and evaluate all potential KPIs for relevance
and significance using the GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines; and
the IPIECA/API Guidelines. The TFTs are responsible to discuss, amend,
and approve framework reports that are prepared as part of KNPC CSR

KNPC prides itself on its regional leadership in the hydrocarbons
industry. During the 1980s, they embarked on a ground-breaking
modernization drive to ensure their refineries were among the cleanest
and safest in the world. Also, Kuwait and KNPC were the first in the Gulf
to ban leaded fuel from all petrol stations. KNPC has a strong history of
regional leadership and intends to remain at the forefront of innovation in
the Middle East. It realizes its responsibility to future generations, not just
in Kuwait but across the world.

Arabia CSR Best Practices: 2012
This abstract has been taken from the ACSRN publication titled ‘Arabia CSR Best Practices: 2012’. For more details on
Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC) and other companies that have been recognized for their innovative and
effective CSR strategies write to us at admin@arabiacsrnetwork.com and book your copy now! Please mention “Arabia
CSR Best Practices” in the subject.
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The Arabia CSR Network welcomes new members to be a part of its CSR journey. To learn how you can be a member,
and how your organization will benefit from it, call us at +971-4-3448622 or write to us at admin@arabiacsrnetwork.com
For more information on the Arabia CSR Network visit www.arabiacsrnetwork.com
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